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BRILLIANCE AUDIO, United States, 2015. CD-Audio. Book Condition: New. Unabridged. 171 x 133 mm.
Language: English . Brand New. The stories included in The Dying Earth introduce dozens of seekers
of wisdom and beauty, lovely lost women, wizards of every shade of eccentricity with their runic
amulets and spells. We meet the melancholy deodands, who feed on human flesh and the twk-men,
who ride dragonflies and trade information for salt. There are monsters and demons. Each being is
morally ambiguous: The evil are charming, the good are dangerous. All are at home in Vance s
lyrically described fantastic landscapes like Embelyon where, The sky [was] a mesh of vast ripples
and cross-ripples and these refracted a thousand shafts of colored light, rays which in mid-air wove
wondrous laces, rainbow nets, in all the jewel hues. The dying Earth itself is otherworldly: A dark
blue sky, an ancient sun. Nothing of Earth was raw or harsh the ground, the trees, the rock ledge
protruding from the meadow; all these had been worked upon, smoothed, aged, mellowed. The
light from the sun, though dim, was rich and invested every object of the land.with a sense of lore
and ancient recollection. Welcome. The...
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. It is probably the most incredible ebook i actually have go through. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- V ictor ia  Hickle PhD-- V ictor ia  Hickle PhD

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. it absolutely was writtern very properly and valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad advised this
ebook to find out.
-- Am a nda  La r kin-- Am a nda  La r kin
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